Interline Service Agreement (ISA) Repository

ISA REPOSITORY

Managing interchange activities is a
challenging and complex task.
The Interline Service Agreement (ISA)
Repository is an easy-to-use, webbased application that enables any
railroad to enter into an interchange
agreement with a partner railroad.

convenient access to essential information about their
interchange agreements.
With its simple user interface, the ISA Repository makes it
easy for railroads to create, approve and archive ISAs. The
application enables railroads of all sizes to initiate an ISA.
And users approve or reject an ISA with just an email. The
application’s cloning feature creates new ISAs that mirror
existing ISAs, and current and historical ISAs are always
available via PDF and CSV downloads.

MANAGE AGREEMENTS
EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY
• CREATE, APPROVE, REJECT WITH EASE: The ISA 		
Repository’s easy-to-use web interface makes inputting

The repository stores critical details about the railroads’
interchange activities, including frequency, times, length of
train and interchange locations, helping to ensure that an
interchange event occurs as planned.

IMPROVE INTERCHANGE
PLANNING, COMMUNICATION
The ISA Repository helps railroads in and around major rail
gateways operate more effectively by improving their planning
and communication with their partners and by providing

the details of an agreement simple. The partner railroad
approves or rejects an ISA via email and is not required to
log in to the application.
• REDUCE ERRORS, REDUCE COSTS: With the ISA
Repository, railroads know their interchange partners 		
have reviewed and approved the details of their ISA. This
lessens the likelihood of expensive errors like a partner
railroad ending up with more railcars than it can handle or
with the right number of railcars at the wrong time.

• GET DATA YOU NEED, WHEN YOU NEED IT: Railroads
with access to the ISA Repository can view and 		

GET ACCESS TO THE ISA
REPOSITORY

download ISAs of which they are a party at any time, 		
without assistance from Railinc or their partner railroads.

You must have a Railinc Single Sign-On (SSO) account to

Current and historical ISAs are always available via PDF

initiate an ISA or to view ISAs to which you are a party. To

and CSV downloads, and a railroad that initiates an ISA

create an SSO, go to www.railinc.com. The SSO login is at

has the ability to edit it.

the top right of the page. Click Register Here and follow the
prompts to establish your account. You will receive an email

• RECEIVE NOTIFICATIONS ON AN ISA’S STATUS: The

confirmation of your profile, which you must verify within 14

ISA Repository generates a reminder email notification

days to unlock your account. Once you have established an

seven days after the initiating railroad requests approval

SSO account, you must request permission to access the

of an ISA from its partner railroad. The initiating railroad

ISA Repository after you log in with your SSO account at

will receive a notification when the ISA is approved or

www.railinc.com. You do not need an SSO to approve or

rejected. If the partner railroad does not approve or reject

reject ISAs via email.

the ISA within 30 days, the application automatically
approves it and sends a notice to both parties. This
prevents ISAs from idling in the system indefinitely.

To learn more about Railinc’s ISA Repository, visit the Railinc website at www.railinc.com
or contact Railinc’s Customer Support Center toll free at (877) 724-5462 or by email at
csc@railinc.com.
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